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Abstract

One of the weak points of the present critics of
AI is their lack of an alternative cognitive theo�
ry
 In the paper the outline of such a theory is
sketched� based on �one reading� of Piagets ge�
netic epistemology
 This is used to clarify the
ambiguity of the terms symbol and represen�
tation� thereby making it possible to suggest a
reconciliation of the positions of the critics and
defenders of the representational theory of the
mind


�� Introduction

It is a strange situation
 AI is flourishing� scientifical�
ly and in an ever growing number of applications
 At
the same time the field receives critique� not only
from without but also from within� the recent book
by Winograd � Flores ������ being one prime examp�
le
 And the critique is aimed at the very foundations
of AI� the knowledge representation hypothesis
�Smith� ����� and the physical symbol system hypot�
hesis �Newell� �����


For those cognitive scientists sympathetic to the ar�
guments of the AI�critics� this situation creates an in�
teresting cognitive dissonance� from which at least
two interrelated questions emerge� What would a cog�
nitive theory that could accomodate these seemingly
contradictory positions look like� and what could such
a theory say � or at least indicate � about what
computers can do�

My aim with the present paper is to show how the
two positions of mainstream AI and its critics can
be reconciliated by suggesting the outlines of one pos�
sible such theory and then suggest what an answer to
the second question emerging from this position wo�
uld look like
 I dont really believe that the issue is of
utmost importance for the active AI�researcher� who I
assume will continue with his work regardless of what
philosophically interested scholars will say and do

But it is of some importance for those of us concerned
with the impact of AI on society� since this impact
comes not only from what existing systems can do�
but perhaps to an even larger extent from what the
layman and the politicians believe will be possible to

do in the future
 And this belief is shaped by claims
of AI practitioners and critics


The essence of the argument is simple
 I will claim
that the two central terms in the debate� symbol
and representation are semantically ambiguous� and
furthermore that this is overlooked by both sides in
the debate� thus making way for an overestimation of
the explanatory scope of their theoretical positions
 If
this claim is accepted� it is then possible to see why
critics such as Dreyfus and Winograd � Flores in es�
sence are right in their arguments� but wrong in their
predictions


Nothing of what I will say is really new
 What I have
tried to do is to compile work from a number of diffe�
rent scholars into a hopefully coherent position� and
tried to point out some conclusions which follow from
it
 Since I am treading in the footsteps of a number of
researchers� a large portion of the paper is devoted to
a review of these positions
 The limited space forces
me to keep the reviews short� but I hope I will mana�
ge to give a flavor of their respective positions to tho�
se not familiar with them �and I am sure I will make
readers familiar with the work of Newell� Maturana�
Piaget etc shake their heads in despair at my over�
simplifications�


�� The knowledge representation hy�
pothesis

Knowledge and knowledge representation are impor�
tant concepts for many areas of cognitive science
 For
AI� they are central
 One could perhaps even say that
the question of how knowledge should be represented
in intelligent systems� and problems related to this� is
the common denominator between the many diverse
research areas of AI
 For most researchers� knowledge
is a symbolic representation� and inference or think�
ing is done through the manipulation of symbols

This is not something new or unique to AI
 In fact�
the basic idea was formulated very clearly by Ken�
neth Craik in the early forties �Craik� ������ and the
information processing paradigm in cognitive psycho�
logy shares these assumptions
 In AI� Brian Smith
������ has formulated explicitly the so�called knowled�
ge representation hypothesis� which he claims in one
form or another lies behind most work in Artificial
Intelligence� though never explicitly formulated
 He



summarizes the hypothesis as follows�

Any mechanically embodied intelligent process will be
comprised of structural ingredients that a� we as ex�
ternal observers naturally take to represent a proposi�
tional account of the knowledge that the overall pro�
cess exhibits� and b� independent of such external se�
mantical contribution� play a formal but causal and
essential role in engendering the behavior that mani�
fests that knowledge�

The two important points are thus that there exists
something that we as observers take as representing
the knowledge� and that this not only exists but ac�
tually is a part of producing the intelligent behavior

The latter part seems uncontroversial� but how is the
knowledge represented� The standard answer in AI
would seem to be something to the effect that it is
symbolically represented
 But what then is a symbol�
This question is not exactly a new one� its been with
us since the ancient Greeks
 But whats interesting in
the present context is that Allen Newell ������ has
claimed that a new notion of symbols has evolved
within AI
 This notion of symbol is intrinsic to the
concept of a physical symbol system� i
e
 a class of
systems capable of having and manipulating symbols�
and at the same time realizable as a physical system

Newell states explicitly that these symbols are in fact
the same that we as humans have and use everyday
of our lives� and that humans are instances of physi�
cal symbol systems �ibid� p ����
 Intelligent programs
are physical symbol systems too� this is where we ha�
ve a connection between human intelligence and the
broader class of intelligent systems that encompasses
other intelligent machines too
 However� he also cla�
ims that this notion of symbol is distinct from the
notion of symbol that has arisen in describing directly
human linguistic� artistic and social activities �ibid� p
����


I will not here give a detailed account of Newells rich
argument� but concentrate on those aspects that are
relevant for the present task� hopefully without doing
to much injustice to the original paper
 As Newell ob�
serves� the most important concept for a symbol sys�
tem is that which gives symbols their symbolic cha�
racter� i
e
 what lets them stand for some entity
�ibid� p ����
 He calls this concept designation� clai�
ming that it is more or less synonymous with terms
such as reference� denotation� meaning� standing for�
etc
 He defines designation in the following way�

Designation� An entity X designates an entity Y rela�
tive to a process P� if� when P takes X as input� its
behavior depends on Y


This process is closely connected to the process of in�
terpretation� which is defined by Newell as follows�

Interpretation� The act of accepting as input an exp�
ression that designates that process� and then perfor�

ming that process


I assume that this picture seems familiar to most rea�
ders� even for those that have not read Newells pa�
per� since what Newell in a sense has done� is to have
made explicit the meaning and usage of the term
symbol� as it is used in Artificial Intelligence when for
instance talking of LISP programming as symbolic
programming
 For most AI practitioners� this position
is obvious and self evident


However� while this paradigm has dominated� it has
not been uncontested
 Hubert Dreyfus What compu�
ters can�t do �Dreyfus� ����� is a well known� early
example
 Dreyfus critique� based on the philosophy
of Heidegger has hardly been accepted by the majori�
ty of the research community
 More recently� Terry
Winograd and Fernando Flores have criticized the sa�
me tradition from a similar perspective �Winograd�
����� Winograd � Flores� �����
 This critique is ba�
sed not only on Heideggers philosophy� but also on
the biologist Maturanas theories of the organization
of living systems and of language and cognition �Ma�
turana� ����� �����
 In the next section I shall give a
short review of the arguments of Winograd and Flo�
res


�� Knowledge is not represented

Winograd and Flores challenge the assumption that
thinking and other cognitive activities are based on
the manipulation of mental representational structu�
res
 As previously mentioned� they base their analysis
on the work of Maturana� who is a biologist who did
his first work on the visual system of the frog �Matu�
rana� et al� ������ where he was led to reformulate his
views of the function of the visual system
 This work
has then led to work on language and cognition� whe�
re he has tried to use the results from the work on
the visual system to explain these higher cognitive
functions


Starting from the traditional view� in which there
exists �an objective �absolute� reality� external to the
animal and independent of it �not determined by it�
which it could perceive �cognize�� and the animal
could use the information obtained in this way to
compute a behavior adequate to the perceived situa�
tion�� Maturana came to realize that �the central
purpose in the study of color vision could not be the
study of a mapping of a colorful world on the nervous
system� but rather that it had to be the understand�
ing of the participation of the retina �or nervous sys�
tem� in the generation of the color space of the obser�
ver�
 �Maturana� �����

The view that we dont have direct access to the out�
side world� but that our experience is partly determi�
ned by the activities in the nervous system� is not
unique these days
 But Maturana goes one step furt�
her when he claims that the cognitive system does



not make any use of any representational structures

The light striking the retina triggers chemical changes
in the neurons� which causes the structure of the ner�
vous system to change �cf the neurological argument
in sec ��
 The arguments by Winograd � Flores are
obviously more intricate than this
 But I hope the fo�
regoing sections make it possible to get a glimpse of a
central part of their argument� namely that it is not
only possible to explain intelligent behavior without
using symbolic representations� but that any attempt
to do so is based on a faulty epistemology� separating
organism from the environment
 �The tradition of do�
ing so is called by them the rationalistic tradition

There seems to be a close resemblance between this
and Lakoffs ������ concept of the objectivist para�
digm�


�� What happened to cognition	

Some cognitive scientists might dismiss the argu�
ments by Winograd � Flores� on the grounds that
they only consider biological �Maturana� and philo�
sophical �Heidegger� aspects� and that therefore their
arguments apply to other domains of explanation
than cognition
 Maturana talks about cognition� but
in a sense quite different from the way the term is
usually used
 One could argue that before the critics
of the representational theory of the mind have form�
ulated an alternative cognitive theory� their position
has little to offer in way of an alternative for the cog�
nitive scientist� be he psychologist or AI researcher

�There exists of course an alternative to this� and
that is to claim that we dont need any cognitive the�
ory to explain the mind
 This seems to be the stance
taken by Searle �������


However� in my opinion there already exists such a
cognitive theory� or at least the skeleton of such a
theory� and that is the genetic epistemology of Jean
Piaget
 I furthermore believe that this theory can be
used� not only to fill the gap in the aforementioned
critique� but also to clarify some of the issues raised
in the debate between critics and defenders of the
representational theory of the mind



� A biological epistemology

Here I will not try to give any general overview of Pi�
agets work� but instead confine myself to an intro�
duction to his theory of knowledge� and the view of
symbols and representation which follow from that
theory
 It is important to realize that what follows is
different on central points from most English and
American expositions of Piaget
 I am of course not
claiming that my reading is the only �correct� rea�
ding of Piagets work
 Anyone who has read him in
the original will realize how outrageous such a claim
would be
 Piaget is not exactly an easy writer� And I
am not interested in some exegetic analysis of the nu�
merous books and articles published
 My aim is simp�
ly to summarize one plausible reading� which I would

claim is interesting in and of itself� and which also
has interesting consequences for a discussion on the
nature of knowledge and representation


Jean Piaget is best known as a child psychologist

But what makes him important is not perhaps prima�
rily what he has taught us about the mental develop�
ment of the child� but his use of experimental psycho�
logical methods� used within a biological framework�
for studying epistemological questions
 In his own
words� �My most central concern has always been to
determine the contributions of the persons activities
and the limiting aspects of the object in the process
of acquiring knowledge� �Flavell� ����� p vii�


For Piaget� a biological organism implies a structure
which is responsive to its environment
 The stimulus
is never something which is �out there�� but rather
that aspect of the environment to which the organism
is responding
 The central factor in this is the under�
lying structure of the organism
 The stimulus is assi�
milated to the underlying structure� and if it could
not be assimilated� it would simply not exist for that
organism


This structuring exists on all levels of behavior

Knowledge is used as a general term� much wider
than conscious knowledge� and is in fact synonymous
with this structuring aspect of action
 Knowing is
therefore an activity of the subject� and knowledge is
something constructed
 That this view of knowledge
as action�knowledge is relevant for lower organisms is
not perhaps unique
 It is has also been a central part
of von Bertalanffys ������ General System Theory�
which in turn was inspired by von Uexkulls Umwelt�
Lehre �von Uexkull� ����� which was summarized by
von Bertalanffy as follows� �From the great cake of
reality� every living organism cuts a slice� which it
can perceive and to which it can react� owing to its
psycho�physical organization� i
e
 the structure of re�
ceptor and effector organs
� �von Bertalanffy� ����� p
���� This position seems also to be similar to that of
Maturana
 But what perhaps makes Piaget unique is
his claim that all intelligence and knowledge can be
and should be seen in this perspective� in his insisten�
ce that knowledge is not caused by nor upheld
through symbolic representations� while at the same
time giving place for the symbolic or representational
activities of the mind within an integrated theory


Piaget distinguishes between two forms or types of
knowledge� operational or operative� which is based
on a logico�mathematical type of activity� of ordering�
counting� classifying� i
e
 activities for which the ob�
jects as such are no more than a support� and figura�
tive� which is aimed at extracting information from
the objects themselves� such as their colors� form�
weight etc �Inhelder� �����
 �There is an obvious simi�
larity between Piagets distinction operative�figura�
tive knowledge and Tulvings ������ distinction be�
tween semantic and episodic knowledge�
 Piaget has



primarily studied the operational knowledge � in a
way you can say that he has studied the development
of Kants categories


The operative knowledge� the logico�mathematical
knowledge� is for Piaget the primary knowledge� And
this in two senses� it is considered the central aspect
of thinking� with the figurative in some sense secon�
dary or dependent on it� and it is the most studied
aspect of the intellectual development
 Consistent
with his view of knowledge as action�knowledge� an
operation is an action in the same literal sense in
which making a detour to find a desirable object is an
action
 �Furth� ����� But it is not the action as such�
but the generalizable aspect of the act which is cent�
ral� and which also is called a scheme ��A scheme is�
in fact� that which is generalizable in a given action�
�Piaget� ������
 These structures or categories are not
inborn and ready�made� but the result of a develop�
mental process� and the knowledge is not an internal
copy or representation of the environment� but the
action�structures which guides the organism�environ�
ment interaction
 And these action�structures are not
symbols
 As Furth puts it� �For Piaget representation
and symbol are consequences of knowing� not expla�
natory antecedents or intermediaries� �Furth� ����� p
���
 More on this later


Piaget uses the term figurative knowledge to refer to
the static� figural and particular aspect of knowledge

He contends that this aspect is dependent on the ope�
rative knowledge� in the sense that perception� image�
ry etc is dependent on the current level of operative
development
 �To give one example of this dependen�
cy� before the development of eye�hand coordination�
which is crucial for the development of the scheme of
the permanent object� the child is unable to choose
the bigger of two objects� when the bigger is further
away and therefore has a smaller apparent size on the
retina
� I will not go deeper into this part of Piagets
theory here for two reasons
 It is not needed for the
rest of the argument� and it is a part of the theory
that clearly is in need of further development


Instead I want to point out that there is an obvious
similarity between Piagets and Maturanas positions

What seems to be a common denominator is the rea�
lization that the organism never reacts to its environ�
ment as a tabula rasa� but only through its percep�
tual and cognitive structures� and that it is these as
much as the objective world which determines what
is and is not the umwelt of the organism


A central question in this context is obviously what
makes it possible for an organism to react adaptively
to the world
 Piaget uses a pragmatic concept to
explain this
 He claims that there is a tendency for
equilibration between organism and environment� and
within the operative structures
 In effect� this is only
two sides of the same coin
 As with other aspects of
Piagets theory� the concept of equilibrium is not easy

to understand
 In fact� most of his readers would pro�
bably claim exactly the opposite� �For a discussion of
this and other aspects of Piagets theory� linking it
also to AI� see Boden� ����� But for our present pur�
poses it is sufficient to note that Piaget has started to
develop a theory which makes it possible to explain
the development of adaptive reactions to the environ�
ment without having to postulate some sort of copy�
�knowledge of the world as it is
 Another important
point is the emphasize on viewing the organism in re�
lation to its environment� which points to the close
connection between knowledge and adaption �In a
sense� Newells ������ The Knowledge Level expresses
a similar point from a different perspective�


��� Representation

I claimed earlier that Piaget explains knowledge with�
out the use of symbolic representations� while at the
same time giving place for symbolic activities within
the theory
 To understand this� we need to clarify the
meaning� or rather meanings� of the term representa�
tion
 The following discussion leans heavily on the
work by Furth ������


The term representation can be used in both an ac�
tive and a passive sense
 Furth claims the active sen�
se to be the primary one �to make something present
by means of 

�
 Here the person is the subject of the
activity� and the symbol is a mediating instrument

In the passive sense the person has �disappeared��
and the symbol becomes the subject of the sentence�
as in �this map represents the city of Timbuktu�
 In
this case there is some figural resemblance between
the symbol and that which it represents� but there
are also cases where the relation is more abstract or
conventional� words in natural language being an ob�
vious example


In modern cognitive science� with one of its roots in
��th century empiricist philosophy� the latter mean�
ing of representation is the most common one
 In this
tradition� the internal representation of external reali�
ty is the chief explanatory factor for intelligent beha�
vior� and knowledge is more or less synonymous with
symbolic representations


In contradistinction to this� Piaget retains the active
use of the term representation� and explains knowled�
ge without representations� as was pointed out in the
previous sections
 Or� perhaps it would be more cor�
rect to say that he is aware of the two uses of the
term� and in discussing symbolic behavior proper
�language� images� dreams etc
� keeps this distinction
in mind

In fact the word �representation� is used in two diffe�
rent senses� In the wide sense� representation is iden�
tical with thought� that is� with all intelligence which
is not simply based on perceptions or movements
�sensory�motor intelligence�� but on a system of con�
cepts or mental schemes� In the narrow sense� repre�



sentation can be limited to the mental image or to the
memory�image� that is to the symbolic evocation of
absent realities� Moreover� it is clear that these two
kinds of representation� wide and narrow� are related
to each other insofar as the concept is an abstract
scheme and the image a concrete symbol	 even though
one no longer reduces thought to a system of images�
it is conceivable that all thought is accompanied by
images� For if thinking consists in relating significa�
tions� the image would be a �signifier� and the concept
a �significate�� 
Piaget� ���� p� ���

I will later try to show that this distinction between
two meanings of representation is paralleled by a ne�
cessary distinction between two meanings of the word
symbol


��� Symbols

Thus� for Piaget the use of symbols is always seen in
relation to the active aspect of representation mentio�
ned before
 They are seen as re�presentations� i
e
 the
evocation of absent realities
 Central to all symbols is
the differentiation between the sign and its significa�
tion �which is something more than its referent�
 It is
important to notice that Piagets denial of the sym�
bolic nature of knowledge is closely tied to his notion
of symbols� where the user of the symbol has the ca�
pacity to differentiate between the symbol and the
symbolized� and that his comments on this issue sho�
uld bee seen in the light of his arguments against an
epistemological position that following Hume makes
no fundamental distinction between symbols such as
images and objects of knowing


A critical point is of course what an operative struc�
ture �or a scheme� is
 Wason � Johnson�Laird ������
have shown that Piagets view of the so�called formal
abstraction is not correct
 There is no place in the
present context to even hint at a way to resolve the
problem
 For those readers familiar with the work of
Wason � Johnson�Laird I just want to point out that
I think the critique can be handled without damaging
those aspects of the theory of concern for us now
�sorry for the hand�waving��


�� �A symbol is not a symbol�

So� after this long� but still very condensed and diffi�
cult to digest exposition of some central aspects of
Piagets theory� I will try to use it for a hopefully cla�
rifying discussion of the twin concepts symbol and
representation
 And this can be done without having
to accept Piagets theory in all its details


As we saw in the beginning� critics of AI and cogni�
tive science in general� such as Dreyfus and Winograd
� Flores� have as one of their favorite arguments that
the mind is not symbolic in nature
 And on the other
side we have the Knowledge Representation Hypothe�
sis and the Physical Symbol System Hypothesis� exp�
licitly formulated by Smith and Newell� but more or

less implicitly accepted by the majority of workers in
these fields� and whose major point is that the mind
is symbolic in nature� and that the development of
artificial symbolic manipulation devices� i
e
 compu�
ters� makes the development of artificial intelligences
possible
 And my simple point is� that in some sense
both are correct� Correct in their premises that is�
but due to a lack of understanding of the limitations
of their theorys domains of explanation� wrong in
their conclusions


If by a symbol we mean something which makes it
possible to make an absent reality present in the sa�
me way that a child uses a shoe box as a symbol of a
bed� i
e
 with a knowledge on part of the symbol user
that the symbol is not that which it represents� then
it is obvious that an AI system or Newells Physical
Symbol System is not a symbol�using system in this
sense� and the knowledge representation is not a
representation in the narrow sense of the word
 The
symbols are simply something for the program to
react to
 But they stand for nothing� they mean noth�
ing to the program
 An analogy from neurology can
perhaps clarify this position for the doubting reader


Penfield � Roberts ������ have shown that electrical
stimulation of neurons in the brain of patients under�
going brain surgery with local anaesthesia caused vi�
sual experiences in these patients
 My claim is that
the action of the neurons reacting to this simulation
are essentially similar to a running computer pro�
gram
 The input is something to react to automatical�
ly� and it makes no sense to ask what it means to the
system
 It has no meaning� it is not a symbol in the
strict sense of the word� and� as Penfield and Roberts
have shown� it makes no difference for a local point in
the system where the stimulation comes from
 Its
there� and the reaction is determined by this and only
this �if the structure of the neuron or LISP function
or whatever is taken as given�
 This is related to Se�
arles often quoted claim that the �symbolic� pro�
grams have only syntax but no semantics �Searle�
�����


It is in this sense that the mind is not symbolic in na�
ture� and knowledge is not represented� and it is this
that I take as the core aspect of and common denomi�
nator of the theories of Piaget and Maturana
 And if
we take knowledge to be the generalizable aspect of
the organism�environment interactions� there are no
computers that have knowledge
 And it is here that
I think that the positions of the AI�Cognitive Science
critics are essentially correct


But it seems to me that they have missed an impor�
tant point
 Notwithstanding their criticism of current
theories in the field� humans can use symbols� And
use them� also in thinking
 We use an inner language
for solving problems� we use imagery for problem sol�
ving and daydreaming� symbols function as a support
for a number of cognitive activities� and sometimes



the way we have represented �in the strict or active
sense� the problem can actually prevent us from fin�
ding the solution


� A synthesis

Let us then try to formulate a synthesis which can
accommodate both uses of the term symbol
 It wo�
uld look something like this� There exists two diffe�
rent levels or domains
 The first� and in some sense
primary one� is the organism�environment interaction
as described by Maturana� or the sensory�motor and
operational knowledge of Piaget� and for those of you
familiar with his theory� it also resembles the Carte�
sian automata of Johnson�Laird ������
 Behavior can
on this level be described and explained without post�
ulating any mental symbolic representations in the
strict sense


The second level is the symbolic level proper
 This
exists as a superstructure� as it were� in some orga�
nisms � at least in humans
 They can use symbols�
especially language and images to reflect� plan etc� i
e

to reason about future actions in mental models in
their working memory
 This has all the disadvantages
pointed out by Winograd � Flores when the gap be�
tween the symbolization and the actual is too wide

But it is still of immense value in well understood but
complex domains
 Especially if the agent is aware of
the fact that the model is only a model� and therefore
is alert to the possibility that it can be incorrect
 Af�
ter all� it is only a map� and maps should not be con�
fused with the reality� as we all know


�� And the consequences for AI	

The situation for AI is somewhat paradoxical
 As po�
inted out previously� the computer system cannot be
seen as a symbol�using system in the strict sense
 So�
me readers might then draw the conclusion that this
fact holds a promise that sooner or later we will be
able to create intelligent machines� with an intelligen�
ce similar to the human intelligence� since I also clai�
med that this is what characterizes it too
 But I wo�
uld claim that the only possible conclusion to draw is
in fact exactly the opposite� And here is the reason�

Since the computer is not a biological organism� inter�
acting with the environment� its knowledge has to
be spoon fed� as it were� into the system
 And the
person doing the spoon�feeding is the programmer

And the only knowledge that he can use for this pro�
cess� is knowledge that for him is symbolized
 Symbo�
lization is a prerequisite for communication of comp�
lex ideas or concepts
 In a sense� the computer and its
program can be regarded as an externalization of a
mental symbolic model


This explains why the most successful intelligent
programs �regardless of their use of AI techniques or
not� has been developed in areas where there exists a

usable symbolization of the necessary knowledge

Chess programs are a good example of this
 The ne�
cessary knowledge had been symbolized and develo�
ped through centuries to make it possible for chess
players to communicate their experiences
 And the
only thing the the program developers had to do
was to adapt this to the strengths and weaknesses of
the computer
 And of course it works� as do a number
of number crunching programs� for which the situa�
tion is essentially the same
 And they work even bet�
ter than humans� since the computer is not hampered
by the processing limitations of mans conscious men�
tal processes such as slow speed and memory limita�
tions


The critique of Dreyfus � Dreyfus that this is not the
way a human functions is then almost correct� but
not in one essential aspect� When a person needs to
consciously manipulate his knowledge� or communica�
te it� then he uses symbolic representations
 And the�
se representations can be manipulated in a computer

Therefore� we can say that there are two plausible
answers to the question if an AI program is symbolic

Seen from within the program� it is not symbolic in
the strict sense
 But for us� the users of the system� it
manipulates symbols
 It is an extension of our wor�
king memory


So the key issue when discussing what expert systems
will be able to do in the future is not if the mind uses
symbolic representations or not
 In most cases it
doesnt
 But that is not the point
 Consequently� the
success of expert systems in this perspective will not
be dependent on the knowledge engineers success in
uncovering the rules and representations that the ex�
pert uses
 Even if Dreyfus � Dreyfus ������ have al�
most exclusively studied a domain �chess� whose rules
can be explicitly formulated and where clearcut crite�
ria for success can be established � something which
makes the generalizability of their findings an open
question � we can accept their claim that experts
dont use rules


The key issue is instead whether we can find ways of
symbolizing and representing knowledge that before
the advent of AI systems we had no need to handle in
such ways


A corollary of the position put forward here is that
even if the critiques of the representational theory of
the mind are essentially correct� in that the mind is
not a symbolic system� there is no way to mark in ad�
vance the demarcation line between what can and
cannot be handled in an AI�system
 This will all de�
pend on the possibility of developing formal symbolic
representations for knowledge where such does not
presently exist� simply because previously there was
no need for them
 Non�monotonic logics seem to be a
prime example of this




�� Much ado about nothing	

So what was all this about� The consequences for AI
dont seem all that startling
 Just continue to develop
formalisms for representing and manipulating areas of
knowledge not previously manipulated
 It is an open
question how successful we will be� and this question
is in a sense empirical rather than theoretical
 Clai�
ming otherwise would be as sensible as claiming that
Zenon was right when he said that Achilles would ne�
ver catch up with the turtle� just because at that ti�
me there did not exist an efficient formal way of rep�
resenting the problem


But� as I said in the beginning� the importance of ar�
guments such as these lies not so much in their conse�
quences for the AI reserarcher in his work� but rather
� if they are accepted � in modifying some claims
about what computers can do and not do in the futu�
re
 So philosophical arguments are more important
for their social implications than for their scientific
consequences


On the other hand� there are some important conse�
quences for another branch of cognitive science� na�
mely psychology
 But that� as Hans Christian Ander�
sen said� is another story
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